Centre City Tower, 7 Hill Street, Birmingham B5 4UA
21 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3HF

Rt Hon Frank Field MP
Chair, Work and Pensions Select Committee
House of Commons
London SW1A 0AA
workpencom@parliament.uk

12 April 2018

Dear Mr Field,

RE: Anglian Water and United Utilities defined benefit pension schemes
Thank you for your letter of 28 March regarding plans by the above named companies
to close their defined benefit pension schemes to future accruals.
Ofwat is concerned that some water companies have been more focused on boosting
returns than on serving their customers and fulfilling the special responsibilities that
go with being a monopoly provider of an essential public service. Reflecting these
concerns, we have recently launched an ambitious programme of reforms to get the
sector back in balance. This programme will sit alongside a tougher regulatory
settlement from 2020 onwards, and further details are set out in the attached letter
which Ofwat’s Chair recently sent to the Secretary of State for Environment, Food, and
Rural Affairs. While we have no direct role in regulating the pension arrangements
water companies have in place, part of this package involves an expectation that
boards first meet their obligations to customers and take fair account of employee
interests before making dividend payments, and that executive bonuses should be
linked to delivery of exceptional performance for customers.
I provide responses to the questions you set out below. I have not sought to address
the factual details of the decisions taken by Anglian Water or United Utilities, either on
pensions or distributions to shareholders. I am sure that the companies will write to
you separately if they feel any further clarification is necessary.

Rachel Fletcher, Chief Executive
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1) “What is Ofwat’s view of the proposals by Anglian Water and United Utilities to
close their defined benefit pension plans while continuing to make large
distributions to shareholders?”
Ofwat does not have powers to regulate what pension arrangements companies
should have in place. In setting prices which customers pay for water and
wastewater services, Ofwat considers the reasonably efficient level of costs which
companies are likely to incur in providing these services, including the costs of
remunerating employees. We subject companies to an ongoing efficiency
challenge at each 5 year price review. Since 2010, we have reduced allowed
returns, and we expect to continue to do so in the forthcoming price review covering
the period 2020-2025.
It is then for companies to make decisions on how they manage their business
within these allowances to meet their commitments to customers, to the
environment, and to employees. Decisions on the benefits offered to employees
are a part of this judgement. Under our regulatory regime, where companies meet
their obligations more efficiently than we assumed when setting prices, the gains
are shared with customers, and are not captured only by shareholders.

2) “What requirements can Ofwat place on the companies it regulates in respect of
their allocation of company resources to a) shareholder dividends; b) executive
remuneration and c) pension scheme funding?”
Our ability to intervene in these areas is set by reference to our duties. Those that
are most relevant here are our duty to protect the interests of consumers and also
to ensure water companies properly carry out their functions and can finance them.
It is in this context that we have a) established requirements in company licences
described below, and b) recently set out expectations on dividend payments,
pension obligations, and executive performance pay as noted above and outlined
in our Chair’s letter to the Secretary of State.
There are requirements in the licences of both Anglian Water and United Utilities
concerning dividend policies, which require that they declare or pay dividends only
in accordance with a dividend policy which has been approved by the board of the
regulated company and which complies with the principles that i) the dividends
declared or paid will not impair the ability of the regulated company to finance the
regulated business; and (ii) under a system of incentive regulation dividends would
be expected to reward efficiency and the management of economic risk.
However, while we believe it is appropriate that companies should take account of
pension obligations when making dividend decisions, we make no judgement
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about the appropriateness of companies closing their defined benefit schemes to
future accruals, and it is not Ofwat’s role to regulate how much companies should
pay in to their pension funds.

3) “In 2014 Ofwat granted companies leeway to recover some of the costs of deficit
repair contributions through customers’ water bills until the early 2020s, but noted
that ‘there are strong arguments for shareholders to bear these costs in future.’
What strong arguments are there for already well-rewarded shareholders to be
spared these costs through the closure of the schemes?”
The approach which Ofwat established at its 2009 price review and extended in
2014 related to our expectations that companies should take responsibility for
managing their pension deficits and not expect customers to fund repair costs
beyond those amounts and periods provided for in our 2009 price review. We have
been clear that shareholders would bear the full costs of any growth in deficits since
2009 valuations. We do not expect that decisions by companies to close their
schemes to future accruals will reduce their exposure to funding the deficit repair
costs as they stood when our approach was agreed. However, we will continue to
monitor developments to ensure that customers are not funding costs which should
be borne by shareholders. Our approach to deficit repair costs does not imply any
Ofwat view on the desirability of companies continuing to offer accruals to their
existing defined benefit schemes, or decisions about the nature of pensions offered
to employees, only that it is for shareholders to bear the ongoing costs of repairing
pension deficits, and not water customers. As I note above, we will shortly clarify
our expectations of companies’ dividend policies, to be clear that we expect that
these policies should take fair account of employee interests such as pension
deficits.
I hope that this response is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

Rachel Fletcher
Chief Executive
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Annex: Letter from Ofwat Chair to Secretary of State for Environment, Food, and
Rural Affairs, 9 April 2018
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